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Put this information in the glove box with the vehicle owner's manual.
PARTS LIST

3.

Front privacy curtain

Spread the privacy curtain over the right front
windshield and passenger’s window. Slide the two
tabs into the instrument panel and rear door
striker cover.

TAB

REAR DOOR
STRIKER
COVER

Rear privacy curtain

2 Suction clips

TAB

INSTALLATION
Installing the Front Privacy Curtain

INSTRUMENT PANEL

1.

Turn the storage bag inside out and spread it with
the storage bag facing the inside.

2.

Attach the one hook of the privacy curtain to the
rearview mirror stay as shown.

4.

6126010K

Repeat step 3 to install the privacy curtain on the
left side of the vehicle.

HOOK

REARVIEW
MIRROR STAY

FRONT
PRIVACY
CURTAIN

STORAGE BAG
(facing the inside)

2715102K
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5.

Lower the right and left sun visors to hold the
privacy curtain in position.

Storing the Front Privacy Curtain
Fold the curtain and store it in the storage bag sewn
to the curtain as described:
7.

SUN VISOR

Spread the curtain with the storage bag facing
down, then fold the curtain in half.
FRONT
PRIVACY
CURTAIN

Spread the curtain
with the storage bag
facing down.

2716011K

2716062K

6.

Push the suction cups into the right and left rings
on the curtain and attach them to the front
windshield.

8.

Align the two corners, then fold the curtain as
described.

Align these
two corners.

2716072K

9.

Fold back the corner of the curtain.

SUCTION
CUPS (2)
RINGS (2)

2716021K

2716082K

10. Fold the curtain from the center.

2716092K
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11. Further fold the curtain from the center in half.

Installing the Rear Privacy Curtain
14. Turn the storage bag inside out and spread the
rear privacy curtain with the storage bag facing
the inside.
15. Open the tether anchor cover of the upper rear
panel and connect the two hooks of the rear
privacy curtain with the tether anchor.

UPPER REAR PANEL

HOOK

TETHER
ANCHOR

2716102K

TETHER
ANCHOR
COVER

12. Turn the curtain inside out. While holding the
corner of the storage bag with your fingers, fold
back the opening end of the storage bag in the
directions shown.

Hold with
your fingers.
REAR
PRIVACY
CURTAIN

2716032K

2828050K

OPENING END

13. The curtain is now stored in the storage bag
sewn to the privacy curtain.

2716130K
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16. Spread the privacy curtain over the right quarter
glass, then slide the two tabs into the right
quarter pillar trim as shown.

TAB

19. Engage the two hooks of the rear privacy curtain
with the anchors in the cargo area.

HOOK

RIGHT QUARTER
PILLAR TRIM

ANCHOR

STORAGE BAG
(facing the inside)
6126020K

FRONT

6126040K

17. Slide the remaining tab into the rear door striker
cover.
If you are also installing the front privacy curtain,
cross the tabs so that both curtains overlap each
other, and secure it with the velcro straps as
shown.
TAB

REAR
DOOR
STRIKER
COVER

(If You Are Also Installing
the Front Privacy Curtain)

FRONT
PRIVACY
CURTAIN

REAR
PRIVACY
CURTAIN

VELCRO
STRAP
6126030K

18. Repeat steps 16 and 17 to install the rear privacy
curtain on the left side of the vehicle.
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24. Fold the curtain in two from the center once again.

Storing the Rear Privacy Curtain
Fold the curtain and store it in the storage bag sewn
to the curtain as described.
20. Spread the curtain with the storage bag facing
up, then fold it in two from the center.
REAR PRIVACY CURTAIN

2716180K

Spread the curtain with
the storage bag facing up.

2716141K

25. While holding the corner of the storage bag with
your finger, fold back the opening end of the
storage bag in the directions shown.

21. Again fold the curtain in two from the center.

Hold with
your fingers.
OPENING END

2716120K

26. The rear privacy curtain is now stored in the
storage bag.

2716151K

22. Turn the curtain inside out, then fold back the top
sheet as described.

2828060K

STORAGE BAG

2716160K

23. Further fold the curtain from the center.

2716170K
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